Warning – Questra Holdings, Questra World and Atlantic Global Asset Management

The Centrale Bank van Aruba ("CBA") hereby warns the public against activities conducted by Questra Holdings, Questra World, and Atlantic Global Asset Management.

Questra Holdings, Questra Holdings, and Atlantic Global Asset Management offer investment services in Aruba, e.g., via social media, such as Facebook. However, none of these companies are licensed investment firms in Aruba. Therefore, they are not allowed to provide investment services in or from Aruba.

The CBA strongly advises against responding to any investment offers made by Questra Holdings, Questra World, and Atlantic Global Asset Management and against transferring money to any bank account number they might list.

The CBA emphasizes that when making financial investments there can be no high yield without high risk. To claim otherwise may be a sign of fraud and, therefore utmost caution should be adhered to.

Lastly, Questra Holdings, Questra World, and Atlantic Global Asset Management have already been the subject of several warnings issued by foreign supervision authorities, such as the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom, the “Autoriteit voor Financiële Diensten en Markten” in Belgium, the Financial Market Authority in Liechtenstein, the Financial Supervision Authority KNF in Poland, and the “Comision Nacional del Mercado de Valores” in Spain.